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Winner
Fast/Casual
Nando’s (Loughton, UK)
STAC Architecture & BuckleyGrayYeoman
BuckleyGrayYeoman, in partnership with STAC Architecture, has
completed the latest in a long line of restaurants for Nando’s. The
eatery in Loughton, Essex, is the ninth the practice has completed for
the popular high street restaurant chain.
Nando’s Loughton occupies a 1920’s former car dealership on the
junction of Loughton’s High Street and Station Road. Subtly preserving
the building’s historic and cultural value, the design responds to the
unique Art Deco architecture, and the circular layout of the restaurant
is taken from the curved shop-front that gives the restaurant real
presence on the corner.

A rammed-earth clay wall uses traditional African techniques and

locally sourced clay, curving in response to the shopfront, and forming
a backdrop to the restaurant. Working with the building’s former
identity as a car dealership, parts of the design utilise recycled car
panels. A cobblestone path starts at the street and flows through the
entire restaurant.
Paul Thrush and the team at STAC Architecture were thrilled with their
award, saying: “We are such a new practice so it is fantastic to be
recognised amongst our peers for our design lead approach.
“Our client believes in pushing boundaries, allowing us the freedom to
develop the concept and realise this project that we are all immensely
proud of.

Award presented by:

“We look forward to entering some innovative projects for next year’s
awards...#watchthisspace.”
www.stac-architecture.com
www.buckleygrayyeoman.com

Shortlisted entries:
Comptoir Libanais (Kingston, UK) / Studio 48 London
Get Baked (Leeds, UK) / Tokyo Industries
Nando’s (Hereford, UK) / Harrison
Thaikhun (Manchester, UK) / Jonathon Morgan Design Associates
Topolabamba (Glasgow, UK) / ibdp

We are “DG Professional Interiors”, a family run, award winning
business with collectively 100 years’ experience. We provide
a Bespoke Interior fit-out Shopfitting service for small, medium

and large businesses all over the UK. Our clients include retail
shops, hotels, restaurants, cafes, pubs, bars, nightclubs and
public services and our incredibly reliable and friendly team of inhouse and subcontractors are here to help and support you in
your exciting project. Our vast range of in-house services, gives
us the significant advantage of being able to maintain full control
and flexibility when planning and progressing with your project.

We are immensely proud that all our key clients and preferred
partners regard us so highly and our aim is to continue to provide
unrivalled customer care and superb quality craftsmanship. We
provide exactly what our customer or their designer requires but
also to present valuable suggestions on innovative designs. We
are renowned for creating and delivering unique and practical
solutions.

Winner’s Interview

Click here to watch the winner’s interview
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You can call us on 0115 9656688 if you have any questions. Take
a browse of our recent projects section to see some examples of
our work.
www.dgprointeriors.com

